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Recommendations:
That the Committee receive the report of the General Manager Planning and
Development dated December 5, 2018 and entitled "HAS Implementation
Progress report and Affordable Housing Facilitator Update" for information.
Report Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to inform Council-in-Committee on the progress
made on Housing Affordability Strategy (HAS) initiatives through the efforts of
the Affordable Housing Facilitators since the establishment of the positions in
mid-2017 and to provide an opportunity for Council to provide any feedback on
the HAS initiatives to date.
Strategic Goal:
Coquitlam's HAS and accompanying initiatives supports the City's strategic goal of
"Achieving Excellence in City Governance" as it guides Coquitlam's response to
housing affordability challenges acting in partnership with others.
Executive Summary:
Since the approval of the HAS in 2015, Council has taken action to monitor the
effectiveness of the strategy and ensure appropriate resources are assigned.
Council, in April 2017, authorized the creation of two part-time Affordable
Housing Facilitator positions (hereafter referred to as the HAS Facilitators) to
further expedite and facilitate the development of purpose-built rental units,
encourage the use of HAS-based incentives, promote and enable developer / non
profit housing operator partnerships and position the City to take advantage of
senior government funding opportunities.
In early 2018, Council reviewed the progress of HAS initiatives and endorsed staff
undertaking additional tasks in support of advancing Housing Choice in
Coquitlam. This report serves to update Council on the progress of these HAS
Implementation initiatives and the work completed by the HAS Facilitators.
Background:
Since the establishment of the HAS, Coquitlam has seen a very significant
increase in the development of market rental units through regulatory incentives
in combination with several other factors. As well, HAS incentives promote the^
development of non-market units, which are more challenging to create and
necessitate reaching partnerships with other parties.
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Since mid-2018, Ccquitiam has continued to engage one of the original HAS
Facilitators, funded from the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund (AHRF), and has
replaced the other retiring Facilitator with the addition of the new Housing
Planner (for a portion of their overall duties). Together they have worked to
advance the City's efforts related to housing affordability. These positions will
together be referred to as the HAS Facilitators and have been working on:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Publicizing and disseminating HAS policies to developers and non-profit
housing organizations and consultants;
Encouraging developers to consider utilizing the various HAS incentives with
respect to including market and below-market rental units within their
proposed developments;
Negotiating, in partnership with the Strategic Initiatives Department, a
Memorandum of Understanding with Habitat for Humanity for the
development of an affordable housing project at 1358 Coast Meridian Road;
Matching up willing developers and non-profit housing organizations with
respect to the provision of below-market rental housing;
Assisting developers and Development Services staff in processing complex
applications involving HAS incentives; and
Advocating to senior governments for Coquitlam affordability issues and
positioning Coquitlam to take advantage of anticipated government funding
programs.

Discussion / Analysis:
The HAS identified 54 separate action items. As reported to Council early in 2017
through the bi-annual HAS implementation Progress report, all top 10 highpriority action items were completed within the two-year Council target date.
Additionally, another 36 specific items were reported as completed or are
operationalized as new procedures. This report serves to update Council on
additional work completed in 2018 to support Housing Choices in Coquitlam. The
report is divided into three sections:
1. Work completed as part of ongoing HAS implementation and now
operationalized polices;
2. Additional tasks assigned to staff by Council as part of the January 2018 work
plan update; and
3. Work completed by the HAS Facilitators as part of their work program or in
response to arising opportunities.
Section I: Work completed as part of ongoing HAS implementation and now
operationalized polices:
In 2018, staff completed additional housing affordability work tasks including:
•

Como Lake United Church: The HAS Facilitators actively assisted with the
Como Lake United Church project in advancing their vision for below market
rental units at 1110 King Albert Avenue. Council authorized $660,000 from
the AHRF towards a portion of DCCs and building permit fees to further
improve the affordability of this 75-unit project; and
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• Finnish Canadian Society: On this project the HAS Facilitators worked closely
with the Finnish Canadian Seniors Society in incorporating 14 below market
units for seniors that are scheduled for 2020 opening. Council authorized
$177,000 from the AHRF to assist in achieving this project (i.e. for DCCs and
building permit fees) in partnership with other parties.
An additional assigned task for the HAS Facilitators was to continue to monitor
the take up of incentives for market rental and non-market housing. Staff are
tracking the uptake of HAS incentives and regularly report on market and nonmarket rental unit production in line with the City's trimester reporting system. A
specific analysis has now been completed on the effectiveness of density
incentives introduced as part of the Zoning Bylaw amendment in November 2017
in achieving Priority Unit Types (i.e., 3-bedroom rental, accessible rental, or below
market / non-market rental units).
Tablelbelow lists the breakdown of the current projected market rental and
Priority Unit Types based on in-stream development applications that have
proceeded past rezoning bylaw first reading by Council.
Table 1: HAS Density Incentive Results by Unit Type
Bonus Density for Rental

First 1.0 FAR (requires 80%
market/ 20% priority units)
Bonus 0.5 FAR (requires
60% market/ 40% below &
non-market units)

Priority Unit Types °

Market
Rental
Total
#

Total
#

% as threebedroom
rental units

% as Below
Market / Nonmarket units

%as
accessible i
units

608

164

65%

30%

5%

205

128

n/a

40%

n/a

While it should be noted that all numbers are preliminary as applications often
change through the development application process, an initial assessment
indicates that most developers are responding favourably to both the first l.O
FAR Priority Units density incentive and the second 0.5 FAR below market/nonmarket density incentive through including rental housing within a portion of
their projects.
Developers who utilize the first 1.0 FAR incentive have more choice in how to
meet the requirements. Specifically, 20% of the 1.0 FAR incentive must be
provided through Priority Unit Types. Given the flexibility of this program it is
apparent that developers are primarily choosing to deliver three bedroom market
rental units.
The additional 0.5 FAR below market / non-market density incentive has a more
defined requirement (i.e., 40% to be below market / non-market, while up to 60%
can be market rental) and the resulting units created have been consistent with
this policy goal.
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Section II: Additional tasks authorized by Council as part of the January 2018 HAS
work plan update:
In January 2018, Council assigned staff with five additional housing affordability
tasks to be undertaken if capacity allowed. Specifically, Council directed staff to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Host a Housing Summit;
Expand Support for Housing Providers;
Investigate Property Tax Exemptions;
Formulate new Incentives for Non-Profit Housing Development; and
Prepare Family Friendly Housing Guidelines.

Summarized below is the progress on those items;
1. Housing Summit: In June 2018, the Housing Facilitators coordinated the first
Coquitlam Housing Forum. Over 130 housing stakeholders from government,
the non-profit sector and the development community gathered for a day of
education, building partnerships, exploring funding mechanisms and sharing
best practices.
The Forum focused on action to connect housing providers, developers and
government authorities in order to build capacity and ultimately increase the
supply of affordable housing in Coquitlam. One of the key outcomes from the
day was the cross-pollination of ideas and building of relationships between
the non-profit housing providers and the development community along with
all levels of government. The strong theme throughout the day was that, with
land values as high as they are in Metro Vancouver, land owners - whether
developers, non-profits, faith-based organizations or government - must
bring all parties together to make projects feasible. To help continue fostering
these partnerships, the contact list of attendees and all presentations were
sent to all who attended.
2. Enabling Housing Providers: As part of both the Housing Forum and
individual meetings by the Housing Facilitators, a coordination of experts
including Vancity, the BC Non Profit Housing Association, BC Housing and
other experienced experts from outside Coquitlam were introduced to local
non-profit providers. Utilizing grants and expertise provided by Vancity,
CMHC and BC Housing, several operators have completed business planning
exercises in order to more effectively respond to development opportunities.
The Housing Facilitators through regular contact with these housing
operators will continue to monitor and seek to support the overall capacity of
local non-profit providers.
3. Investigating Property Tax Exemptions: At Council's direction. Finance staff
brought forward a report to Council-in-Committee in June 2018, which
included a review of the legislation and potential options for tax exemption
with respect to non-profit housing. This review examined best practices,
legislative requirements and financial implications.
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4. Non-Profit Housing Development: As part of our HAS strategy update, staff
explored a series of policy questions and options related to non-profit
incentives. This review specifically looked at which non-profit providers in
Coquitlam may redevelop in the near future and how current policy would
align to their sites. Given the small number of potential non-profit sites
involved and the unique context of each development, it was concluded that
instead of developing new generic broad based policy, the preferred approach
is for the City to consider other incentives on a specific case-by-case basis.
Having said that, and consistent with previous AHRF requests approved by
Council, the preferred approach is to encourage "shallow subsidy" requests to
support a wider variety of projects as opposed to providing "deep subsidies"
per unit for a limited number of projects. Staff is undertaking further analysis
in this area and will be reporting back for Council's consideration early in
2019.

5. Family Friendly Housing Guidelines: Through the City Centre Area Plan (CCAP)
update staff has initiated efforts to make higher density housing more family
friendly (e.g., three-bedroom units and flexible amenity spaces). This review
included reviewing best practices and a discussion with the Urban
Development Institute (UDI) around regulations, incentives and standards for
"borrowed light" third bedroom units (i.e. a bedroom internal to a unit,
without external windows that receives light and ventilation by other
means). The lessons learned from the CCAP update will then be used to
prepare stand-alone family friendly housing guidelines that could be applied
citywide. This work will continue through 2019. In addition to the above, it is
noted that efforts to increase housing options and affordability in lower
density forms such townhouse, duplex and secondary suites is included as
part of the current Housing Choices Review.
Section III: Work completed by the HAS Facilitators as part of their work program
or In response to arising opportunities:
The following section provides a more comprehensiye discussion detailing the
tasks and work progress achieved in alignment with the HAS Strategy. A
summary table of all completed and projects now underway is included in
Attachment 1.
Senior Government Funding:
In December 2017, the HAS Facilitators initiated work with BC Housing and
numerous Coquitlam based applicants towards securing provincial Community
Housing Funding aimed at non-market and below market rental housing. Staff
worked with interested developers and non-profit housing organizations (who
expressed interest in HAS incentives) to identify potential partnership
opportunities that would meet the Province's criteria and timelines.
In November 2018, the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing announced
fundingfor a number of Coquitlam projects including:
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• $7 million to Affordable Housing Societies for 70 homes for families located
at 3100 Ozada Avenue, which is owned by the non-profit housing provider.
Staff are now working to assist advancing this application and ensure that
current residents will be relocated to other projects owned by the non-profit;
• $13.1 million to Community Land Trust - 131 co-op homes for
families located at the Hoy Creek Co-op to serve as replacement of current
co-op units; and
• $10 million to Concert Real Estate for 100 below market rental units for
families, seniors and people with disabilities located at the Burquitlam Park
site; all 100 homes will be in a concrete tower for a total of 308 rental units.
The HAS Facilitators have also been in contact with Federal officials and are
promoting efforts to secure CMHC funding for current applications.
Enabling Non-Profit iead Initiatives
Since the establishment of the HAS Facilitator positions, staff have met with and
are continuing to work with non-profit housing organizations to inform them of
HAS incentives and to encourage their participation in increasing housing options
through development projects in Coquitlam. Staff have had multiple meetings
with key housing providers (in Coquitlam or looking to expand into Coquitlam)
including Affordable Housing Societies, New View Society, BC Community Land
Trust, YWCA, Metro Vancouver, Tri-City Transitions Society, Share Family
Community Services Society, Kinsight (Simon Fraser Community Living Society),
and the Vancouver Resource Society (VRS). More details on these files are
included in Attachment 2.
Creating Private / Non-profit Partnerships
As noted above, since the establishment of the HAS Facilitator positions> staff
have met with and are continuing to work with developers to inform them of
HAS incentives and to encourage their participation in increasing housing options
in Coquitlam.
To this end, staff have twice presented to the Coquitlam chapter of the Urban
Development Institute (UDI) on HAS incentives and policies, and have met with
all developers that currently have larger scale development applications instream with the City.
Specifically, the HAS Facilitators have been working with over a dozen developers
who have expressed interest in utilizing HAS incentives. A few specific
partnership projects are progressing positively and as such are discussed in
greater detail in Attachment 3 of this report in order to further inform Council in
this regard.
BC Housing Partnership
Staff have also been working with BC Housing and several developers to create a
three party agreement that will serve to allow private ownership of rental
housing units but at the same time deliver these as non-market rental units.
Underthis model:
• Existing HAS policies will be utilized to provide density incentives to achieve
the development of market and non-market units;
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• Developers who choose to employ this incentive have the option to
retain ownership and manage the rental units;
• BC Housing would hold a long term lease for these non-market rental units
and then sub-contract with the developer for the day-to-day management of
the units; and
• BC Housing would be solely responsible to ensure that the units are rented to
those in need (including income testing), that the units operate to a high
standard and that any enforcement issues or resident concerns are solely the
responsibility of BC Housing.
Also under this approach, the City would continue to employ a standard Housing
Agreement between the City and the developer identifying the number of subject
rental units and rent levels committed to. This structure is currently being
pursued on eight Coquitlam projects including those underway by LedinghamMcAllister, Amacon, and Townline. Staff feels this structure offers the best
combination of private / public partnerships where the City's role is limited to
offering a regulatory incentive, while at the same time addressing difficulties
encountered by other municipalities with regard to developer managed below
market / non-market rental units. Staff believes this model could create several
hundred non-market rental units over the near future.
In contrast, one current applicant is pursuing a model for 41non-market units
where BC Housing would act to audit privately owned and managed units (no
lease in place). Under this model, enforcement concerns would need to be
addressed thoroughly through the City / developer Housing Agreement. Staff is
continuing discussions in that regard on the basis of an alternate approach that
will need to be agreed to and will report back to Council further on this issue.
Rapid Response to Homelessness Program
In the fall of 2017, the Provincial government released a new program entitled
"Rapid Response to Homelessness". Shortly after that release, the HAS
Facilitators met with BC Housing staff, investigated the program, provided a
briefing note to Council and then responded to BC Housing.
While the "Rapid Response to Homelessness" program was not deemed a strong
fit for Coquitlam at this time, future anticipated programs such as the
Community Housing Fund were identified as more suitable approach. The
Housing Facilitators also completed briefing notes for Council on the announced
Federal and Provincial funding programs (July) as well as the newly proposed
rental only zoning and changes to the Tenancy Act (October).
Housing Market Information
Working with Corporate Communications staff the HAS Facilitators developed
two housing market information handouts as part of the City's ongoing
communication efforts.
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The handouts were included in an update of the City's Affordability Housing web
content The two information brochures illustrate the recent success of the HAS
incentives. Also in this regard, Attachment 4 provides an overview of market
rental projects under application or anticipated, while Attachment 5 provides an
overview of non-market units completed under application or anticipated.
Additionally, staff has also worked to improve data tracking of market and nonmarket rental units by introducing changes to the pre-application submission
package which allow for tracking of developer intentions and serves to
communicate the availability of incentives. As of the end of August this year,
there are an anticipated 4,230 units of new market rental and 946 units of new
below-market / non-market in the development process (pre-application,
application under review, or under construction). The below table summarizes
past and projected rental housing unit construction.
Table 2: Rental Units Approved and In Progress 2007-2018
2007-2015
67 market rental
units approved

2015-2018
475 market rental units approved
Approx. 3,500 market rental units under application

95 non-market units
approved

102 below market/non-market units approved
800 below market/non-market units under
application

Total 145 rental units 4,000 Market rental units and 900 below market/nonmarket rental units approved or in process
Tenant Assistance and Relocation
Much of Coquitlam's recent growth is occurring through redevelopment within
existing neighbourhoods and on sites where some displacement of existing
owners, tenants or businesses is expected to occur. During the development of
the HAS, the strategy foresaw the potential loss of 700 -1,100 units of existing
purpose-built rental by 2023. Since 2014, 213 older, purpose-built rental
apartments have been demolished to accommodate 1,339 units of new
development.
Out of the total 4,230 new rental units anticipated, approximately 2,670 units are
occurring on sites with no preexisting rental and therefore no rental
displacement; 1,485 units are on sites with existing rental housing that
contained 755 older rental units to be replaced.
Should all the anticipated projects come to fruition, the overall projected net gain
is 3,390 new rental homes (plus 10,332 new strata homes associated with these
projects). This equates to a projected rental replacement rate of 1.5 to 1on sites
with existing rental housing and a long-term projected citywide rental
replacement rate of 4.3 to 1.
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The HAS sets out policies that call on property owners intending to redevelop a
site with existing rental housing to prepare a "Tenant Relocation and Assistance
Strategy". Based on existing HAS policies the Housing Facilitators, with support
from Development Planning staff, completed a "Rental Housing Redevelopment Tenant Assistance Policy Guide" (Attachment 6).The guide serves to provide
further clarity on Coquitlam's expectations for relocating and assisting existing
renters, the financial assistance options, and the guidelines for communications
and property management relations between a developer and existing renters.
As established in the HAS, the City's expectation is that tenant notification,
assistance and financial compensation will be greater than the minimum
required under the Residential Tenancy Act.
Next Steps:
The HAS Facilitators will continue to pursue and enable partnerships between
developers and housing providers, advance private / non-profit housing
partnerships, advocate for senior government funding as well as advancing the
Habitat for Humanity project.
When first launched, the HAS was a highly innovative policy approach. Since its
approval in December 2015, several policy revisions have occurred to help
strengthen the delivery of Coquitlam's Housing Strategy. Since the introduction
ofthe AHRF criteria, a range oiF projects suggesting different ways to utilize the
AHRF have been completed or are under consideration. As staff learn more about
the structure of such projects, the requirements for BC Housing leverage dollars
and the needs of non-profit housing providers, as noted earlier in the report, staff
feel it would be prudent to revisit the AHRF criteria. Early in 2019, staff will bring
forward a more robust analysis of completed and proposed projects that have
received or are requesting AHRF support and seek guidance from Council related
to what criteria refinements would best serve the City of Coquitlam going
forward in this challenging policy area.
As touched on earlier, it is felt that there is greater merit in a "shallow subsidy"
approach in terms of support from Coquitlam's AHRF given that the responsibility
for "deeper" housing affordability subsidies is more appropriate for senior levels
of government.
Financial Implications:
Housing affordability affects many ofthe City's residents. Although municipal
resources to address this issue are limited, financial contributions leveraged
through partnerships with senior government, private sector and community
partners make affordable housing projects possible.
The AHRF allows the City to partner with others and be ready to act when project
opportunities arise. Applications for use ofthe AHRF are brought forward for
consideration by Council on a case-by-case basis noting our preference for a
shallow subsidy approach. The AHRF balance currently stands at approximately
$11.7M. AS noted above, in Tl of 2019 staff will be bringing forward a report on
the use ofthe AHRF and potential projects, such as those identified in
Attachments 2 and 3, that may submit applications to access the AHRF. At this
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preliminary stage it is estimated that AHRF requests for applicable, in process
development applications, may be in the range of $4-5 million for 2019.
Reported previously, $200,000 was authorized to be allocated from the AHRF to
support the two HAS Facilitator positions through to the end of 2018. Staff are
evaluating the potential need for resources through 2020 and are preparing a
AHRF request for Council's consideration that would best support the on-going
implementation of the HAS.
y

Conclusion:
Since the adoption of the HAS Strategy and the establishment of the HAS
Facilitator role, Coquitlam has advanced its efforts to communicate City
objectives and programs, enabled current applications to utilize HAS incentives,
encouraged and supported potential developer / non-profit housing organization
partnerships and has directly worked to increase the inventory of affordable
housing stock throughout the City.
The regulatory incentives established by the HAS have worked to created 475
approved market rental units and an estimated 2,800 market rental units under
application. This level of market rental development provides a significant
improvement to the housing choices available in the City.
Additionally, the HAS incentives have created an estimated 102 non-market
rental units with an additional 295 proposed in partnership with developers now
in application. In 2019, the HAS Facilitators will continue to work with staff
throughout the organization, developers and non-profit housing providers to
support current applications and utilize HAS incentives to attract future projects
that advance Coquitlam's housing affordability.

1
J.L Mclntyre ,MCIP, RPP
Bl/rd
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Non-Market Units Completed and Projected (Doc# 3156158)
Non-Profit Lead Projects Summary (Doc# 3164255)
Partnership Projects Summary (Doc# 3164265)
Market Rental Housing Projects Overview 2018 (Doc# 3077193)
Below Market / Non- market Housing Projects Overview 2018
(Doc# 3077189)
Rental Housing Redevelopment - Tenant Assistance Policy guide
(Doc# 3077187)

This report was prepared by Bruce Irvine, Affordable Housing Facilitator with
assistance of Jacint Simon, Housing Planner and reviewed by Michelle Hunt,
General Manager Finance and Technology and Andrew Merrill, Manager
Community Planning.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Non-Market Units Compelted and Projected
Secured #
Compelted Projects # of units of Years
FCRHA Intercorp

14

60

Leveraged $ in

city $ per
unit/year

Structure

Forgivaeable
Loan

$3,000,000

$220

non profit owned

Completed

$14,000,000

$138

non profit owned

Completed

City
Contribution

AHRF Model

$185,000

Status

United Church

75

60

$620,000

Forgivaeable
Loan

RainCity Housing

60

60

$3,000,000

Land lease

$4,000,000

$833

city own/ NP managed

Completed

Talitha Khom

18

60

$725,000

co-ownership

$1,800,000

$671

city equity/ NP
managed

Completed

YWCA 528 Como

37

60

$2,000,000

land lease

$2,100,000

$901

city own/ NP managed

Completed

AHRF
Secured # Expected AHRF
Requested as: Leveraged $ in
request
of Years

city $ per
unit/year

Structure

Status

Non-profit
Initiatives
Comm Land
Trust/Hoy Creek

# of units
131

60

unknown

unknown

$13,100,000

unknown

unknown

in application

Habitat For
Humanity

50

80

n/a

Land Lease

unknown

unknown

Land lease

in process

Comm Land Trust

250

60

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

Aff. Housing Socities

70

60

unknown

unknown

$7,000,000

unknown

unknown

in application
conceptual
development
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Partnership
Initiatives
Concert/BCH
Townline/BCH

100
9

60
60

unknown

Progressing

NP owned and
operated

Progressing

VRS own/operate

Progressing

BCH lease/ developer
owned

Progressing

unknown

Beadie/VRS

12

60

$600,000

Forgivaeable
Loan

Amacon/BCH

18

60

unknown

unknown

Led Mac/BCH

54

60

unknown

unknown

961,525

25% grant/ 75%
Loan

41

60

unknown

unknown

15,000,000

$

633.33

unknown

Progressing
$2,800,000
unknown

$ 2,670.90
unknown

Boffo

applicatons pending further discusions

Intergulf
Mosaic

applicatons pending further discusions
applicatons pending further discusions

Total Projected
Non-market Units

Equity concerns

BCH lease/ developer
owned

unknown

Onni

non profit owned

unknown

60

60

Status

$3,800,000

54

6

Structure

Forgivaeable
Loan

Anthem/AHS

Marcon/ Kinsight

city $ per
unit/vear

AHRF
Secured # Expected AHRF
# of units^ „.fllYejr§
requgsi_ Requested asL Leveraged $ in

999

Doc 3156158
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city equity/ NP
managed

Progressing

developer owned/
operated

Land lease prefered

